
PROGRESSIVISM ESSAY CONCLUSION

Conclusion: The Successes and Failures of Progressivism. Although the Progressive Era brought reform to government
and business and increased political.

Progressivism movement was wide in nature with varying goals. Activists demanded a reform in education,
technology, science, and Democracy. McGerr cannot quite make up his mind. At the state level, Progressive
movement introduced specific democratic reforms. It influenced almost all Americans and reorganized the
role of government in the society. Efforts to improve society were not new to the United States in the late s.
Although significant advancements were made in social justice and reform on a case-by-case basis, there was
little local effort to coordinate reformers on a wide platform of issues. Both of these projects required more
active government, but before government at any level could begin its tasks, it had first to be reformed and
equipped. Progressivism was not a political party, but rather a movement of people who wanted to impose
order and justice. Jane Addams's Hull House was both a center for middle class service and a resource for
transforming working class families. Therefore reform movements of their time had some limitations but
overall led to success. Essay on The Progressive Era - Essay on Progressivism Thesis statement: it is
hypothesized that Progressivism was a wide and varied movement that changed American values and
lifestyles having everlasting impact on American history. Many of the reformers' ideas clashed with the
male-dominated, capitalist economic structure present at the turn of the century. For instead, the robber barons
treated their workers beneath them for their skills not for their humanity of working to support a family as a
result of this, the labor workers formed a group that fought against the inequality Low wage-rates, dangerous
working conditions, and long working hours were among several grave problems faced by most of the
Americans. Prominent governors devoted to change included Robert M. It is also pertinent to highlight the
shortcomings of Progressive movement as their failure in the areas of limiting child labor and not addressing
racial problems of blacks especially African Americans who had migrated from South. Another legacy of this
skepticism was the creation of expert commissions and other regulatory bodies shielded from partisan and
patronage politics. It became a model replicated throughout the North and Midwest; more importantly, its
programs in adult education, labor organizing, and social services became self-standing reform projects and
institutions. However, through progressive presidents, awareness of factory conditions, and activists seeking to
broaden rights, several amendments were passed between and  Clearly, these reform movements as well as the
busting of trusts move away from the traditional aspect of politics and promotes autonomy of the individual as
well as strong government to remedy the defects of capitalism, both liberal ideals Other progressive reforms
followed in the form of a conservation movement , railroad legislation , and food and drug laws. The
Progressive era was the most crucial time period where federal government intervention was necessary The
movement was led by people of different groups comprising teachers, political leaders, labor leaders, religious
leaders, journalists, from both genders. Henry Ford introduced a lucrative pay scale for his workers during
Progressive era. Others removed themselves from society and attempted to establish utopian communities in
which reforms were limited to their participants. These two men wanted to change how big businesses were
run, but they had a different view on what components of big businesses needed reform. With varying nature
and wider in scope, Progressivism concentrated on providing effective tools to build trust of people in
government and business organizations. Political corruption was a central issue, which reformers hoped to
solve through civil-service reforms at the national, state, and local levels, replacing political hacks with
professional technocrats. This was the kind of talk that millions of Americans from all areas of society could
understand and respond to Additionally, the Progressive Era was characterized by disparate, often
contradictory goals that impeded the creation of unified reform movement. In order to determine the impact
Nellie Bly had as a muckraker, the publicity she received from the press is going to be examined. His
conclusion in that early essay anticipated one result of the academy's coming abandonment of American
political history and American political ideas: political history was replaced by social history structured
around the holy trinity of class, gender, and race.


